Venue: Lecture hall of Institute of Informatics and Telecommunications (IIT)

NCSR ‘Demokritos’ is located in Aghia Paraskevi suburb, north-east of the center of Athens.
Address: National Center for Scientific Research "Demokritos", Patriarchou Grigoriou and Neapoleos Street,
Aghia Paraskevi 15341
Guidelines for reaching NCSR ‘Demokritos’ from the center of Athens and from the airport can be found here:
http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/location
From the airport, the center of Athens is accessible by Metro Line 3 “Aghia Marina - Athens International
Airport”, runs from 6.30 to 23:30 (http://www.stasy.gr/index.php?id=70&L=1).
Bus X95 also connects the center of Athens with the airport:
http://telematics.oasa.gr/en/#lineDetails_1025_Χ95 : SYNTAGMA - AEROL. ATHINON (EXPRESS)_249-81
Please also note that "Demokritos" premises are conveniently placed next to the Athens airport highway ("Attiki
Odos") and a taxi can get you to the airport within 20 minutes (the airport highway is in general unaffected by
traffic).
The most convenient approach from the center of Athens to the NCSR ‘Demokritos’ is by using metro line 3 to
‘Nomismatokopio’ stop and then bus B5 or 407, as described in (http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/location). Line 3
to/from the airport also stops at ‘Nomismatokopio’ stop.
A chart for reaching the building from the entrance of the campus can be found here:
http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/resources/images/in_ncsr.gif

Hotels

We usually suggest booking a hotel close to the city center, preferably one close to a metro station. In Line 3
convenient metro stations are: Syntagma, Evangelismos, and Megaro Mousikis. Megaro Mousikis is closer to
Demokritos if using a taxi.
Another good option for staying in Athens is near the Acropolis station and the Acropolis museum (metro line 2,
one stop from Syntagma) – in this case you need to change metro line in Syntagma for line 3.
A selection of hotels near Megaro Mousikis, Syntagma, and Acropolis museum:
Near Megaro Mousikis station (by order of Booking.com score):
Airotel Stratos Vassilikos, http://www.airotel.gr/en/Stratos-Vassilikos-793.htm
Athinais hotel, http://www.athinaishotel.gr
The Golden Age, http://hotelgoldenage.com
Near Syntagma (by order of Booking.com score):
InnAthens hotel, http://www.innathens.com
New hotel, http://www.yeshotels.gr/hotel/new-hotel?gclid=CICqsL6vgNMCFQaVGwodp8oGNA
Amalia hotel, http://amaliahotelathens.gr
Near Acropolis Museum (by order of Booking.com score):
Hera hotel, http://www.herahotel.gr
Herodion hotel, http://www.herodion.gr/
Philippos hotel, http://www.philipposhotel.gr/main.php

